DON’T NAB OUR FUTURE
OUT-OF-ORDER
ACTION GUIDE
What’s the plan?
How will the action be powerful?
Step-by-step guide
1. Obtain your Out-of-Order signs
2. Find your local NAB locations
3. Stick your sign on the ATM or branch
4. Chalk a message
5. Take a photo and post to social media
Example social media posts
Facebook
Twitter (280 character limit)
Legal implications

What’s the plan?
Right across the country, every Friday night, from now until
mid-November, when NAB’s new fossil fuel lending policy is
announced, Out-of-Order stickers will be slapped on
hundreds of NAB ATMs, drawing attention to the bank’s
fossil fuel funding that is driving the climate crisis.
Kicking off with the first National Night of Action, on Friday
15 October, over 100 ATMs/branches will be targeted. The
tactic will escalate each Friday for 5 weeks until we hit as many as possible of their
locations across the country.

How will the action be powerful?
In the final weeks before NAB announces its new Oil & Gas funding policy, this action will
underline the breadth and depth of public concern over its forthcoming decision. This
action will be a coordinated, national intervention that will be impossible for NAB to
ignore.
● The national scale and numbers of ATMs & branches targeted
● Hundreds of customer emails to NAB via QR codes on the stickers
● Amplification through social media accounts, including national XR pages

Step-by-step guide
1. Obtain your Out-of-Order signs
Choose from the following options:
a) Download and print out on paper, and use sticky-tape or wheatpaste to affix (1 min
wheatpaste instructional video here: http://bit.do/wheatpaste)
b) Download and print onto sticker paper, which you can buy from Officeworks.
c) Order your stickers by 8th October to have them posted to you.
Download and print, or order your Out-of-Order stickers here:
https://www.dontnabourfuture.com/out_of_order_stickers
(If you’re feeling cheeky, there’s a version with the CEO’s mobile number!)

2. Find your local NAB locations
Visit NAB’s website, and search for your closest ATMs/branches:
https://www.nab.com.au/locations. The NAB site will tell you how close they are to you. If
you don't have your location enabled, paste the address into Google Maps to check the
distance from you. If you are under lockdown restrictions, make sure the locations aren’t
outside your area.

3. Stick your sign on the ATM or branch
● Place the sticker (or tape the paper) on the ATMs/branches at any time of night
● Please don’t place it over the screen (we don’t want to hamper vulnerable people
from accessing their money).

4. Chalk a message
Using big stick of chalk (from Officeworks) or chalk spray (from Bunnings or here:
http://bit.do/chalkspray), write these three messages outside the ATM/branch:
● NAB: Will you stop funding new fossil fuels?
● NAB: Climate leader or climate laggard?
● 3 weeks to go!

5. Take a photo and share it
Show people where you are. Include NAB logos and if possible, local landmarks. This
shows where you are and the breadth of action across the country.
Post to social media using #DontNABOurFuture & #MoneyRebellion. Hashtags allow the
posts to be searchable (no spaces between words).
Share your best image(s) in the Don’t NAB Our Future national chat:
http://bit.do/nabozsignal

Example social media posts
Facebook
@NAB is Out-of-Order! In the last 6 years, NAB has funded over $9 billion in fossil
fuels. This is sabotaging efforts of the Paris Climate Agreement and fuelling
climate chaos. @NAB must rule out funding projects like Whitehaven’s Vickery
coal mine, Santos’ Narrabri gasfield in the Pilliga forest and Woodside’s massive
Scarborough Gas project offshore in Western Australia. #DontNABOurFuture
#MoneyRebellion dontnabourfuture.com/out_of_order

Twitter (280 character limit)
@NAB is Out-of-Order! In the last 6 years, NAB has funded over $9
billion in fossil fuels, fuelling climate chaos. @NAB must rule out
funding projects like Santos’ Pilliga gasfield & Woodside’s Burrup
Hub, #DontNABOurFuture #MoneyRebellion
dontnabourfuture.com/out_of_order

Legal implications
The possible charge for sticking materials on ATMs would be property damage.
Based on discussions with lawyers, it seems that this charge would be unlikely to
stick (boom boom), so long as the sticker is relatively easily removable and doesn’t
leave a mess. The risk of this charge would increase if you chose to use stronger
stickers which might be hard to remove or leave a residue.

